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Abstract
This examination plans to figure out the impact of remuneration, authority and colleagues on work fulfillment of Privileged Representatives at the Langkat Regime Agreeable Help Office. The populace in this study was all privileged representatives of the Langkat Regime Agreeable Help Office, adding up to 65 workers. The quantity of tests taken was 65 respondents. The side procedure utilized is soaked testing. This exploration was led in 2022. This examination utilizes quantitative information handled with SPSS 24.0 with the numerous direct relapse strategy. The examination results show that pay, initiative and collaborators affect work fulfillment of privileged representatives at the Langkat Regime Helpful Assistance Office, both to some degree and at the same time. The consequences of the t test (halfway) show that remuneration has a relapse worth of 0.554, t esteem = 5.309 and importance = 0.000. Initiative has a relapse worth of 0.335, tcount = 3.140 and importance = 0.003. Colleagues has a relapse worth of 0.269, tcount = 2.648 and importance = 0.010. The aftereffects of the F test (concurrent) show Fcount = 300.948 and importance = 0.000. Remuneration is the most prevailing variable impacting position fulfillment with the biggest t-count worth of 5.309. 93.4% of occupation fulfillment can be made sense of and acquired from remuneration, initiative, and associates, while the rest is from different elements. Work fulfillment has an extremely impressive relationship to pay, initiative, and colleagues.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Work fulfillment is a close to home disposition of being blissful and cherishing one’s work. This is in accordance with the assessment of Handoko (2019: 193) who expresses that work fulfillment is a charming close to home state for representatives checking their work out. Work fulfillment mirrors an individual's sentiments towards his work. This should be visible in the representative's uplifting outlook towards work and all that they face. An individual will in general work energetically on the off chance that he can get fulfillment from his work, so representative work fulfillment is a vital driver of representative confidence, discipline and work execution in supporting the acknowledgment of organization objectives. Work fulfillment can be delighted in working, outside work, and a mix of inside and outside work. Work fulfillment is work fulfillment delighted in working...
by getting acclaim for work results, situation, treatment, hardware and a decent workplace. Representatives who like to appreciate work fulfillment at work will focus on their work over compensation despite the fact that compensation is significant.

The degree of fulfillment doesn’t have a flat out benchmark on the grounds that every individual worker has different fulfillment norms. There are numerous things that impact work fulfillment, however Robbins (2019:50) makes sense of that there are no less than 5 factors that impact work fulfillment, specifically: the actual work, remuneration, profession improvement, initiative, and colleagues. In view of this hypothesis, at the same time the elements of pay, initiative, colleague reserves have areas of strength for an in molding worker work fulfillment. With the presence of these three variables, representative work fulfillment will be shaped and impact the size and degree of the worker’s work fulfillment.

The consequences of perceptions and meetings led show that there are still issues with the gig fulfillment of privileged workers. This should be visible from privileged representatives who could do without and love their present place of employment, where numerous privileged workers are searching for another work so they can change occupations. The feeling of work energy of privileged representatives is additionally low with the goal that the degree of work discipline of privileged workers is likewise low. Aside from that, there are a considerable amount of privileged representatives who complete the work given by the organization in additional time than as far as possible given so their work execution is likewise low. Aside from that, a considerable amount of representatives who didn’t recharge their choice letters got back to become privileged workers at the Langkat Rule Helpful Assistance Office and had professions in privately owned businesses which gave more prominent remuneration than organizations.

The consequences of a pre-overview directed on 20 privileged workers at the Langkat Rule Helpful Help Office likewise showed that there were issues with the gig fulfillment of privileged representatives. The pre-overview results showed that there were 62.5% of privileged representatives who disagreed that privileged workers were happy with working at the organization, where most of privileged workers disagreed that privileged workers enjoyed their work, disagreed that privileged representatives cherished their work, and disagreed that Privileged representatives have high work ethics, and don’t concur that privileged representatives have great work execution. This shows that there truly is an issue with the gig fulfillment of privileged representatives at the Langkat Rule Helpful Help Office which was recognized as privileged disliking their situation and work at the Langkat Regime Helpful Assistance Office.

The pre-review results show that there are 67.5% of privileged representatives who disagree that the remuneration got from the organization is great, where most of privileged workers disagree that privileged workers get satisfactory compensations, don’t concur that privileged workers get fair federal retirement aide, don’t concur that privileged representatives get huge motivators, and don’t concur that privileged workers get unmistakable profession advancement. This shows that there is a genuine issue with the remuneration of privileged representatives at the Langkat Rule Helpful Assistance Office which is distinguished as privileged workers not getting compensations that can meet their day to day living requirements.

Privileged workers feel that their chiefs are less ready to give inspiration and good effect on privileged representatives, it is challenging for privileged representatives to give different information or ideas to the authority. Aside from that, pioneers will generally need
results without needing to inspect too profoundly the issues looked by privileged representatives consistently. This makes numerous privileged representatives disappointed with the initiative of their separate chiefs.

The pre-review results showed that there were 57.5% of privileged representatives who disagreed that the administration had the option to lay out great correspondence with the privileged representatives, and furthermore disagreed that the authority generally treated each privileged representative under them, the majority of the privileged workers likewise disagree that pioneers give potential open doors to their subordinates to give different info and thoughts to the organization, and don’t concur that pioneers attempt to teach and prepare their subordinates to have the option to finish their work better. This shows that there is a genuine issue with initiative at the Langkat Regime Helpful Assistance Office which is distinguished as the authority being not able to secure and motivate privileged representatives so they can finish their work better.

A few times there have been clashes between privileged representatives/partners, which have harmed collaborations and social relations between privileged workers. The proud demeanor of partners is likewise very articulated, where numerous privileged representatives feel that their associates are extremely self centered and need to focus on themselves and consistently feel right. Group cooperation is very low where partners are hesitant to assist other privileged representatives’ work or even with overlooking their work which affects crafted by other privileged representatives. Aside from that, the family climate isn’t excessively close and brought together so privileged workers are more individualistic.

The outcomes show that there are 57.5% of privileged representatives who disagree that partners never cut down the great name of privileged workers at work, don’t concur that privileged workers have associates who are continuously able to help, don’t concur that associates are generally affable and well disposed, don’t concur that colleagues make it a point to help crafted by privileged representatives, and don’t concur that privileged workers feel exceptionally near their collaborators in the organization. This shows that there is a genuine issue with colleagues at the Langkat Rule Helpful Assistance Office who are recognized as privileged representatives who don’t feel near other collaborators in the organization.

**Literature Review**

**Knowledge of Job Satisfaction**

Every individual representative has different work fulfillment, regardless of whether they are in a similar sort of work, this relies upon the level of their requirements and the framework that applies to them. As indicated by Robbins (2019:99) work fulfillment is a good inclination about somebody’s work which is the consequence of an assessment of its qualities. This outcomes in every representative evaluating the work they have and concluding regardless of whether they are happy with their work. Worker disappointment with their occupation urges representatives to search for different positions that representatives anticipate.

Handoko (2019: 193) states that work fulfillment is a lovely profound state for representatives checking their work out. Work fulfillment mirrors an individual's sentiments towards his work. This should be visible in the representative's uplifting outlook towards work and all that they experience in their workplace. Hasibuan (2017:199) states that work fulfillment is a personal mentality that is wonderful and loves one's work. This mentality is reflected in work assurance, discipline and work execution. Work fulfillment is
delighted in working, outside work and a mix of inside and outside work.

Many variables impact representative work fulfillment. The actual elements assume a part in giving fulfillment to representatives relying upon the character of every worker. As indicated by Robbins (2019:50) there are 5 factors that impact work fulfillment, in particular:

1) The actual Work, Is work that is as per the representative's desires or as per the worker's instructive foundation or capacities. 2) Compensation, How much money got by representatives can address worker issues. 3) Vocation Advancement, There is a vocation way that can be accomplished by workers where the profession improvement process is fair and straightforward. 4) Administration, The pioneer's demeanor in associating, giving directions, mentalities and making approaches connected with representatives. 5) Colleagues, Different representatives who cooperate with workers in a similar organization.

Hasibuan (2017:202) states that work fulfillment is a close to home disposition that is charming and cherishes one's work. This disposition is reflected by work confidence, discipline and work execution. In light of the definition above, signs of occupation fulfillment are: 1) Partaking in the Gig, An individual who is completely mindful of the course where he is going, why he is following that way, and how he should arrive at his objective. he prefers his occupation since he can do it effectively. 2) Loves his work, Giving the best, dedicating all types of consideration with everything that is in one with every one of one's endeavors for the objective of the best outcomes for one's work. Representatives will forfeit themselves despite the fact that it is troublesome, despite the fact that they are debilitated, without knowing the time, any place they will be they generally ponder their work. 3) Work Confidence, Workers' perspectives toward both the associations that utilize them, as well as toward explicit work factors, like management, individual representatives, and feeling. 4) Discipline, Conditions that are made and shaped through the course of a progression of ways of behaving that exhibit the upsides of submission, consistence, devotion, routineness or potentially request. 5) Work Execution, The work results accomplished by an individual in doing the errands reallocated to him depend on expertise, earnestness and time.

**Recognizing Compensation, Leadership, and Colleagues**

Giving pay is one of the execution elements of HR The board which is connected with a wide range of individual honors in return for completing hierarchical errands. As indicated by Dessler (2018:46) representative remuneration is all types of installment or gifts given to representatives and emerges from their work.

As per Mondy (2017:4) remuneration is the all out of all prizes got by representatives in lieu of the administrations they have given. In the mean time, as per Namawi (2017:315) pay is a type of appreciation or prize given by an association or organization to laborers who bear commitments and obligations in doing work. These commitments and obligations emerge in light of the fact that between the two gatherings there is a functioning relationship inside the association or organization. In the interim, work that is valued and compensated should be pertinent so it adds to endeavors to understand the objectives of the association or organization.

Initiative comes from the word chief. The term chief is utilized with regards to the consequences of an individual's utilization of jobs connected with his capacity to impact others in different ways. In Indonesian, "pioneers" are frequently called penghulu, pioneers, trailblazers, manufacturers, good examples, tutors, directors, movers, bosses, bosses,
guides, rulers, elderly folks, etc. A pioneer is a demonstration/job in a specific framework, consequently somebody in a proper job doesn't be guaranteed to have initiative abilities and isn't really ready to lead.

Then again, as per Sopiah (2017:44), initiative is the most common way of coordinating and impacting exercises connected with the undertakings of gathering individuals. Sopiah (2017:46) makes sense of that this definition has suggestions for three things, to be specific:

1) Initiative should affect others, in particular subordinates or adherents. Since without their readiness to acknowledge heading from the pioneer, bunch individuals assist with affirming the pioneer's status and empower the initiative interaction to happen. Without subordinates, all administration attributes become immaterial. 2) Administration incorporates inconsistent conveyance of force among pioneers and gathering individuals. The pioneer has the position to coordinate a few exercises of gathering individuals, the technique for which isn't a similar between one pioneer and another. 3) Aside from being legitimately ready to provide requests or bearings to subordinates or adherents, pioneers should likewise impact subordinates in different ways.

Sudriamunawar (2019:112) proposes that a colleague is an individual or gathering who work in one association, whether working exclusively or in gatherings. Collaborators play a significant part in accomplishing organization objectives and affect the exhibition of different representatives, since associates are an indivisible piece of work connections in the organization. Associations among representatives and collaborators will lead to helpful or oppositional connections which will impact a worker's presentation and eventually impact the organization's exhibition.

Connections among people and coordinated effort can make an agreeable environment and can deliver better work exercises due to commonly steady way of behaving towards one another. Associates' help is required areas of strength for so in the calling they are embraced can be shown through conduct that is as per the qualities and requests of the calling. Partner support is something vital in an organization. With the backing of partners, you can establish a decent climate, so representatives will feel great when they are working. In the event that colleague support isn't made, almost certainly, representatives will feel that no other person thinks often about them. So it can cause representatives to feel awkward when they are working, and might actually make workers need to leave the organization.

Hypothesis
The hypothesis built in this study is as follows:

H1: The Langkat Regency Cooperative Service Office's honorary workers' job satisfaction is significantly and positively impacted by compensation.

H2: At the Langkat Regency Cooperative Service Office, leadership has a good and considerable influence on the job satisfaction of honored staff.

H3: At the Langkat Regency Cooperative Service Office, coworkers have a favorable and substantial impact on the employment satisfaction of honorary employees.

H4: At the Langkat Regency Cooperative Service Office, honorary employees' job satisfaction is influenced positively and significantly by compensation, leadership, and coworkers.

2. METHOD
This examination utilizes a cooperative methodology with quantitative information
by taking essential information and utilizing a survey strategy. The examination procedure utilized is different direct relapse. Before the information is examined and assessed, the information is first tried with a legitimacy and dependability test to decide if the nature of the information utilized is reasonable for additional testing. Manullang and Pakpahan (2016:198) make sense of the exemplary supposition trial of numerous direct relapse which means to break down whether the relapse model utilized in the exploration is the best model. A relapse model is supposed to be great in the event that the information dissected is reasonable for use as proposals for information or for viable critical thinking purposes. The traditional suspicion test is a trial of factual suppositions that should be met in straight relapse examination in light of common least squares (OLS). Then, do various direct relapse to decide the size of the impact of the free factor on the reliant variable, specifically an econometric model with investigation procedures utilizing the conventional least squares model, lastly do incomplete and synchronous concurrent tests.

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

   The results of heteroscedasticity testing with the Glejser test using the SPSS 24.0 application can be seen in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coefficients*</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>(Constant)</td>
<td>1,766</td>
<td>0,082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Compensation (X1)</td>
<td>0,204</td>
<td>0,839</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Leadership (X2)</td>
<td>0,224</td>
<td>0,824</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Work colleague (X3)</td>
<td>0,594</td>
<td>0,555</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

   a. Dependent Variable: Absolute_Residual

   Source: Data Processing Results with SPSS 24.0 (2023)

   In light of the Glejser test results table for distinguishing Heteroscedasticity side effects above, it tends to be made sense of as follows:

   1) In Table 4.33 above, it tends to be seen that the huge worth of the autonomous variable Pay (X1) is 0.839, where this worth is more noteworthy than 0.05. So it tends to be inferred that the free factor Remuneration (X1) has no side effects of heteroscedasticity and is homoscedastic.

   2) In Table 4.33 above it can likewise be seen that the huge worth of the autonomous variable Authority (X2) is 0.824, where this worth is more prominent than 0.05. So it tends to be presumed that the free factor Initiative (X2) has no side effects of heteroscedasticity and is homoscedastic.

   3) In Table 4.33 above it can likewise be seen that the huge worth of the autonomous variable Associate (X3) is 0.555, where this worth is more prominent than 0.05. So it very well may be inferred that the autonomous variable Associate (X2) has no side effects of heteroscedasticity and is homoscedastic.

   The consequences of the Heteroscedasticity test utilizing the Scatterplot diagram and Glejer Test show that Remuneration (X1), Authority (X2), and Collaborators (X3) don't have side effects of Heteroscedasticity.

   Licence
   Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 International License.
The table below shows the outcomes of multiple linear regression tests performed using the SPSS version 24.0 program:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>UnStandardized Coefficients</th>
<th>Standardized Coefficients</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Std. Error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 (Constant)</td>
<td>3,684</td>
<td>1,401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compensation (X1)</td>
<td>0,554</td>
<td>0,104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leadership (X2)</td>
<td>0,335</td>
<td>0,107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work colleague (X3)</td>
<td>0,269</td>
<td>0,102</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**a. Dependent Variable: Job satisfaction (Y)**

Source: Data Processing Results with SPSS 24.0 (2023)

From the consequences of information handling with the assistance of SPSS in the different straight relapse test displayed in the table above, it shows that the steady of Occupation Fulfillment (Y) is 3.684. The relapse worth of Remuneration (X1) is 0.554, the relapse worth of Authority (X2) is 0.335, and the worth of Associates (X3) is 0.269. So in light of this, the various direct relapse condition is gotten as follows:

\[ Y = 3.684 + 0.554X_1 + 0.335X_2 + 0.269X_3 + e \]

The understanding of the different straight relapse condition above is as per the following:

a. In the event that all that in the free factors is viewed as nothing or doesn’t exist or isn’t thought of, whether in the Pay (X1), Authority variable (X2), or the Partner variable (X3), then the worker’s Work Fulfillment (Y) has a worth adding up to 3,684. This actually intends that without pay, authority, and collaborators, the degree of occupation fulfillment is 3.684.

b. On the off chance that there is an expansion in the Pay variable (X1) by 1 unit, then Occupation Fulfillment (Y) will increment by 0.554 units. This demonstrates that remuneration emphatically affects work fulfillment. So that rising remuneration will likewise increment work fulfillment, so it is additionally fitting that decreasing pay will lessens work fulfillment also.

c. In the event that there is an expansion in the Authority variable (X2) by 1 unit, then, at that point, Occupation Fulfillment (Y) will increment by 0.335 units. This shows that initiative emphatically affects work fulfillment. So an expansion in initiative will likewise increment work fulfillment, moreover, a reduction in initiative will likewise decrease work fulfillment.

d. If there is an increase in the Colleague variable (X3) by 1 unit, then Job Satisfaction (Y) will increase by 0.269 units. This indicates that coworkers have a positive influence on job satisfaction. So that an increase in coworkers will also increase job satisfaction, so it is also preferable that a decrease in coworkers will reduce job satisfaction as well.

**DISCUSSION**

In view of different existing speculations and past examination results, the specialist has proposed Speculation H1 which expresses that: "remuneration somewhat affects work fulfillment of privileged representatives at the Langkat Rule Helpful Assistance Office." The consequences of this exploration make sense of that pay impacts the work fulfillment of
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privileged representatives at the Langkat Regime Agreeable Help Office. This should be visible from the various direct relapse examination through the t test which has a positive indication of 0.554 with a tcount worth of 5.309 with a ttable worth of 2.000, so it is known that the tcount > ttable and the huge worth is 0.000 (sig. < 0.05). This shows that the speculation H1 proposed is tried and can be acknowledged. That’s what the positive heading shows assuming pay increments, work fulfillment will increment, alternately, assuming pay diminishes, work fulfillment will likewise diminish. At the end of the day, while pay comprising of direct monetary remuneration, roundabout monetary pay and non-monetary pay increments, work fulfillment will likewise increment.

In light of different existing speculations and past examination results, the scientist has proposed Theory H2 which expresses that: "administration somewhat meaningfully affects work fulfillment of privileged representatives at the Langkat Regime Helpful Help Office.” The consequences of this exploration make sense of that administration impacts the work fulfillment of privileged workers at the Langkat Rule Agreeable Assistance Office. This should be visible from the numerous direct relapse investigation through the t test which has a positive indication of 0.335 with a tcount worth of 3.140 with a ttable worth of 2.000, so it is known that the tcount > ttable and the critical worth is 0.003 (sig. < 0.05). This shows that the speculation H2 proposed is tried and can be acknowledged. That’s what the positive bearing shows assuming authority increments, work fulfillment will increment, on the other hand, assuming that initiative abatements, work fulfillment will likewise diminish. As such, while authority comprising of correspondence, conduct, capacities and self-advancement increments, work fulfillment will likewise increment.

In view of different existing speculations and past exploration results, the specialist has proposed Speculation H3 which expresses that: "partners somewhat meaningfully affect work fulfillment of privileged representatives at the Langkat Rule Agreeable Assistance Office." The consequences of this examination make sense of that colleagues impact the work fulfillment of privileged representatives at the Langkat Regime Agreeable Assistance Office. This should be visible from the various straight relapse investigation through the t test which has a positive indication of 0.269 with a tcount worth of 2.648 with a ttable worth of 2.000, so it is known that the tcount > ttable and the critical worth is 0.010 (sig. < 0.05). This shows that the proposed speculation H3 is tried and can be acknowledged. That’s what the positive heading shows on the off chance that collaborators increment, work fulfillment will increment, alternately in the event that colleagues decline, work fulfillment will likewise diminish. All in all, when associates comprise of sound contest, representatives regard one another, cooperate, and the family air increments, then work fulfillment will likewise increment.

In light of different existing speculations and past exploration results, the specialist has proposed Speculation H4 which expresses that: "remuneration, authority and collaborators at the same time meaningfully affect work fulfillment of privileged representatives of the Langkat Regime Helpful Assistance Office". The consequences of this examination make sense of that remuneration, initiative, and colleagues all the while significantly affect the work fulfillment of privileged representatives at the Langkat Regime Helpful Assistance Office. This should be visible from the numerous straight relapse examination through the F test which has a positive sign with a Fcount worth of 300.948, while the Ftable is just 2.755 with an importance level of 0.000. This shows that the proposed speculation H4 is tried and can be acknowledged. The positive heading shows that each expansion in pay,
administration and colleagues will all the while increment the work fulfillment of privileged representatives at the Langkat Rule Helpful Assistance Office.

4. CONCLUSION

In view of the aftereffects of testing and information examination that has been completed, this exploration can make the accompanying determinations:1. Pay to some extent affects work fulfillment of privileged representatives at the Langkat Regime Helpful Assistance Office with a relapse worth of 0.554, a t-count of 5.309, and a huge 0.000.2. Initiative somewhat meaningfully affects work fulfillment of privileged representatives at the Langkat Regime Helpful Assistance Office with a relapse worth of 0.335, a t-count of 3.140, and a huge 0.000.3. Partners somewhat meaningfully affect work fulfillment of privileged representatives at the Langkat Regime Helpful Assistance Office with a relapse worth of 0.269, a t-count of 2.648, and a huge 0.003.4. Remuneration, initiative and collaborators all the while affect the work fulfillment of privileged representatives at the Langkat Rule Helpful Assistance Office with a huge worth of 0.000 and a Fcount worth of 300.948.
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